JOB TITLE
REPORTS TO

Senior Graphic Designer
Head of Marketing

THE ORGANISATION
Led by its charismatic Artistic Director, Richard Tognetti AO, the Australian Chamber Orchestra is
Australia’s most dynamic performing arts organisation. Renowned world-wide for its inspired
and courageous programming and unrivalled virtuosity, the ACO collaborates with an
extraordinary range of artists including the world’s leading soloists, cinematographers, visual
artists and contemporary musicians and entertainers.
This is an exciting time for the ACO. In 2022 the ACO will move to their new home in Sydney’s
Walsh Bay Arts Precinct. In this milestone year, you will join a high performing, ambitious and
creative team in looking for bold new ways to grow audiences and amplify the Orchestra’s
national and international reputation.
ABOUT THE POSITION
The Senior Graphic Designer is a passionate and strategic artist who enjoys using design to
inspire, inform and communicate. You’ll work across all areas of the business and play a crucial
role in bringing the mastery and transformative powers of the ACO to life outside the concert
hall.
As the ACO’s brand guardian, you’ll tell the ACO story through engaging and innovative visuals
that are always of the highest quality. You’ll work with creative partners and stakeholders and
be responsible for creative direction, development and outcomes. The Senior Graphic Designer
will ensure the ACO remains distinctive, and effectively communicate the Orchestra’s brand
values and personality.
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
•
•

•
•
•

Work closely with the Director of Market Development and Head of Marketing to
showcase the ACO brand and nurture new and existing audiences through innovative
design that is distinctively ‘ACO’
Produce professional, high quality, efficient, cost effective and customer focused visual
communications across numerous formats including print (brochures, printed concert
programs, direct mail), digital, OOH, invitations, event concepts, ticket collateral,
corporate stationery and presentations
Work with the Director of Market Development and ACO Brand Agency on the annual
season identity including the guardianship and growth of the ACO’s brand identity
Tell the ACO story through engaging content for ACO social channels, including curation
of the ACO’s Instagram feed when required
Support ACO content creation including in rehearsal photography

•
•
•
•

•

Create campaign artwork for ACO National Tours and roll out creative across online and
offline channels
Provide counsel to all stakeholders on the use of the ACO’s brand
Maintain the ACO’s image library, guiding staff on image usage and assisting in briefing
external creatives including photographers and videographers
With the Head of Marketing, actively coordinate and manage creative project workflow,
ensuring project delivery within agreed timings and budget, and respond to
organisational requirements with exceptional relationship management and
communication skills
Work collaboratively with the Marketing team and contribute innovative content and
campaign ideas, proactively identifying challenges and opportunities – focusing on
effective solutions

KEY RELATIONSHIPS
•
•
•

The Senior Graphic Designer works most closely with the Marketing team, and across all
areas of the business including the Musicians, Artistic, Partnerships, Philanthropy and
Education teams
External creatives such as the ACO’s Brand Agency, external photographers and
filmmakers
Management of printers and production suppliers

TERMS
This position is a full-time, fixed-term (2 years) position based in the ACO’s office in Sydney.
WHAT WE’RE LOOKING FOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum five years’ experience working in Design, preferably including brand
experience as a senior creative / graphic designer within an in-house Marketing team
Proficient in graphic design software applications: Adobe Create Suite InDesign,
Illustrator and Photoshop
Ability to work well under pressure and produce quality work with a quick turnaround
Attention to detail
Ability to work autonomously and manage own workflow
A passion for beautiful and distinctive art and design, keeping up to date with the latest
technology and trends
An open, collaborative and can-do work ethic and ability to build rapport naturally with
colleagues and various stakeholders

DIVERSITY & INCLUSION
The ACO is committed to equity and inclusion and welcomes applications from Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people, people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds,

people with a disability, mature age workers, and lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and
intersex (LGBTQI+) people.

